Polyelectrolyte microshells as carriers for fluorescent sensors: loading and sensing properties of a ruthenium-based oxygen indicator.
A strategy for the design and fabrication of microcapsule-based fluorescent biosensors containing indicators and internal references is described. The rationale for this work is the physical immobilization and chemical separation of assay chemistry for use in biological environments. Using the general approach of depositing oppositely charged species on colloidal micro/nanotemplates, a sensor system employing polyelectrolyte microshells for uptake of functional molecules is proposed, and experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of nanoengineering the sensor properties are described in the context of an oxygen sensor. Methods for immobilization and entrapment of fluorescent indicator and reference dyes are shown, along with the pH dependence of this process. Embedded dyes are shown to be stable and retain their function, as demonstrated with oxygen-sensitivity experiments of loaded microcapsules. Although oxygen sensitivity is presented as an example of a specific application, the overall strategy is likely more generally useful. The work suggests that polyelectrolyte microshells may be used as a platform to develop novel sensors by entrapment of functional materials.